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Do you feel like you are doing "all
the things" to lose weight yet nothing
is working? 

    If so, read on.

Metabolism myths

What happens to our
metabolism as we age

Action steps to heal
your sluggish metabolism



Introduction
You may have been told at one time
or another that you need to eat less
and move more if you want to lose
weight, but on the flip side you've
been told not to eat too few calories
or your body will go into starvation
mode.
 
Neither of these are fully accurate.

Let me explain...
 
Starvation mode is not really a
“thing” however Metabolic
Adaptation is. Your metabolism will
eventually adapt to whatever caloric
amount you are regularly taking in.
This is known as “metabolic
adaptation”. 

Think of your metabolism like a
thermostat. Just like a thermostat is
designed to keep our homes at a
certain temperature, our metabolism
is designed to keep things “status
quo” within our body.

When our metabolism senses
outside stressors such as
exercise and caloric
restriction it goes into
survival mode. Our
metabolism and body begins
to work to maintain the
status quo by preserving
energy. This occurs by way
of less daily movement. (more
on this in a moment).



What happens to

our metabolism

as we age

As we age our basal metabolic rates

decrease roughly 1 to 2% per

decade. Our basal metabolic rate

(BMR) is the amount of calories our

bodies need in order to sustain life,

also known as - the calories we burn

"at rest". As we age our bodies burn

less calories at rest over time mainly

due to more sedentary lifestyles as

we settle into "desk" type jobs and
our decreasing muscle mass.  

Studies show that women over 30

lose around 5% of their lean muscle

mass every decade if not working

to actively build or preserve it. The

less lean muscle mass on our bodies,

the fewer calories we need; which

means if you aren't actively working

to preserve your muscle mass and

you are still eating the way you have

for the last several years you will

gain weight simply because of the

loss of lean mass.

Often times this is when many

women begin eating less in an effort

to lose weight. Over time our bodies

recognize the caloric restriction as

a stressor. The metabolism wants to

keep "status quo" within the body so

the  body begins to adapt to the

new, lower caloric input by initiating

less daily movement. You likely don't

even realize it's happening. With a

lower calorie intake you will naturally

have less energy (fuel). The body's

survival mechanism kicks in and

begins to move less.

We do less fidgeting, less facial

expressions, desire to sit more, etc.

All of this happens on autopilot.



Action Steps to heal

your sluggish metabolism
1. Prioritize Protein
Protein's primary role is building 

and maintaining muscle. The more

muscle you have on your body the

more calories you burn at rest.

Muscle costs more "calories" to

maintain than fat. Protein helps

keep you fuller longer and has a high

thermogenic effect. This means it

costs our bodies more calories to

break it down via digestion.

2. Walk 7-10k steps per day
Many people overestimate their

amount of daily activity. Planned

exercise accounts for only 10-15%

of daily energy (calorie) expenditure.

Keeping a high step count ensures

you are not sedentary outside of

planned exercise.

3. Take a break from dieting
The body perceives a caloric deficit

as a stressor and over time our

bodies adjust to whatever caloric

amount we've been giving it. By

taking a break from dieting we

decrease the amount of stress our

body is under. 

This allows us to reset our caloric

"thermostat" by consuming

maintenance level calories for a

period of time.

4. Focus on Strength Training
Building muscle increases the

amount of calories you burn at

rest. Muscle burns 4-6x's more

calories than fat. Increasing muscle

mass on your body allows your

body to more of the "burning" for

you. This also helps preserve your

naturally declining metabolic rate

by preserving the muscle mass you

already have. Strength training 3-

5x's per week will ensure you are

maintaining your curren muscle

mass and building additional muscle

over time.

If you prefer to  listen to this concept
explained please click the image below

to view my youtube video

https://youtu.be/c5cS-nINYVw


Frequently Asked

Questions

This varies widely based on your current weight along 
with other factors. A good rule of thumb is .8-1 grams of protein
per pound of body weight. A good general target is at least 120
grams of protein per day. The best approach to determining
protein and calorie needs is to hire an experienced coach to
calculate it for you.

How much protein should I be eating?

Is it ok to get protein from bars and/or protein powder?
Getting your calories and macros from whole foods is always your
best bet however it can be very challenging for people to reach their
protein goals without supplementation. I personally try to only use
one supplement (bar OR powder) per day.

What type of strength training workouts should I be doing?
CLICK HERE to see what a strength training schedule can look like. If
you are just getting started, strength training 3-4x's per week is
sufficient. I currently train following this schedule, but will only typically
do one full body day per week vs. the two you will see illustrated. 

How can I increase my daily step count?
The best way to increase your step count is to become intentional
about how much you are walking and determine where you can
add in more steps. Can you take a short walk before work, during
lunch, after work? Become the person that parks in the back part
of the parking lot, take phone calls while strolling, meet a friend
for a walk vs. sitting for coffee, pace around the house more. The
options are endless once you begin focusing on making daily steps
a priority. Focus on increasing by 1-2k steps per day vs. feeling like
a failure for not reaching 8-10k right away. Progress not
perfection!!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GXE2-C4mV-fDd_FPwrybma2tZM606SzjaEePTMs-cj4/edit?usp=sharing


Ready to take

action to heal your

metabolism?
I hope you found this ebook informative.

Understanding why our metabolisms function the
way they do is fascinating to me.

 
I would love to help you take action by gifting you a
discounted custom macro calculation (normally $99

for only $39!). Ensuring your calorie and protein intake
are where they need to be is the next step in your

healing  journey.

Click here for your custom 
 calculation for only $39!

https://www.lindseybush.com/mindfulmacrosvip
https://www.lindseybush.com/mindfulmacrosvip
https://www.lindseybush.com/mindfulmacrosvip

